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In this paper, we investigate the model of multicamera, multisensor surveillance networks. To
accomplish context awareness in wide area surveillance, several reasoning agents are distributed
to analyze and process various events. Context ontology provides a more manageable and scalable
representation of surveillance data for reasoning. For cooperative reasoning, agents exchange
context knowledge to draw an integrated higher inference. Integrating heterogeneous ontologies
is important for inference agents utilizing multiple ontologies. In this paper, architecture based
on information-centric networking is proposed for a more efficient surveillance data delivery.
Increasing surveillance data across areas generates concerns regarding the cost of transferring large
amounts of event-related data sets. In an information-centric network, content is delivered over
content stores and caching desired data from them can save bandwidth. In the proposed scheme,
delivering semantically similar content within threshold values given in interest packets further
reduces traffic. Estimation of similarity incorporated with weighted ontology, which considers
trust level, importance and cost, provides efficient use of cache capacity. An experimental
validation of the proposed method analyzes the cost of data transmission. Simulations show that
the given information-centric architecture enables high reliability and performance with low
transmission costs.

1.

Introduction

For a context-aware intelligent surveillance system, each observation device is equipped with a
customized reasoning agent. Agents first collect sensed data, extract features from raw data, then
perform context reasoning to understand the present situation and derive related decisions. For
context reasoning, agents use ontologies and knowledge bases built from ontologies as data. An
ontology is a formal naming and definition of the types, properties, and conceptual relationships
of the entities in a particular domain.(1) An ontology together with a set of individual instances of
classes constitutes a knowledge base. The context ontologies used in this paper are hierarchically
structured specifications of surveillance concepts, properties and relationships. To achieve a
higher level inference, each agent requires data from peers. For cooperation between agents, a
more efficient and scalable ontology data management framework is required.
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Information-centric networking (ICN)(2,3) is an approach to support named data by enabling
in-network caching and replication. It reduces bandwidth provision costs by providing improved
efficiency, scalability, and robustness.
Several intelligent systems based on ontology have been developed for querying and reasoning
semantic knowledge as seen in Refs. 4 and 5. However, they do not utilize ICN for knowledge
integration. A cooperative cache scheme for peers is described in Refs. 6 and 7; it combines peerto-peer (P2P) communication technology with a conventional mobile system. However, the authors
did not apply their technique to a cooperative surveillance system. In this paper, we propose an
efficient context inference system utilizing ICN for urban security.
In the proposed system, each agent tries to be context-aware through integration, analysis,
and inference of data. As an ontology integration scheme, data weighting and similarity measure
updated cached data in an efficient and cooperative way. Experiments were conducted to evaluate
the effectiveness of the suggested cache management scheme, and its implementation will be
developed in future work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the architecture of the proposed system
is presented. In Sect. 3, the model for cooperative reasoning in context-aware network computing
is explained. Experiments and implementation are demonstrated in Sect. 4, and in Sect. 5, we
conclude this paper.

2.

Architecture of the Cooperative Inference System

A surveillance system for urban security is a complex application that handles distributed
multimedia. Surveillance systems deploy a network of sensors to monitor a wide area. For global
event monitoring and situation awareness, it is crucial to detect and model correlations among
events observed across sensors. Affluent data from which useful context can be inferred are
acquired through diverse sensors. These data can include real-time sensed data, stored multimedia
data, acquired event data, and extracted biometric feature data.
Because each sensor only preprocesses a certain part of the situation, additional processing is
required to obtain the overall situation. By combining and integrating data from diverse sensors,
context information that was not previously available in a single sensor can be achieved.
When developing a model capable of such integration as proposed in Sect. 3, utilization of
ontologies is preferable owing to their high and formal expressiveness as well as the possibility of
applying ontological reasoning techniques. Specifically, hierarchically organized feature space for
context is employed. Thus, modelling correlations between events detected from multiple sensors
throughout a wide area can facilitate global activity analysis.
In the proposed surveillance system architecture based on ICN, agents exchange interest and
data packets for data acquisition. There are numerous approaches aimed at defining the reference
ICN framework. Because named data networking (NDN) is the prevalent design of proposed
ICN architectures, we defined the interest and data packet format as shown in Fig. 1, similarly to
the format of NDN projects.(8) Here, the threshold value, vt (0 < vt ≤ 1), is included in selectors.
Moreover, the similarity value, vs (0 < vs ≤ 1), and WantedName, which was originally “Wanted
Name” in the interest packet, were included in MetaInfo.
Figure 2 shows the interest and data packet forwarding structure.(9) A pending interest table (PIT)
stores all the interests not satisﬁed. The forwarding information base (FIB) maps name in Interest
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Fig. 1. Format of interest and data packets. (a)
Interest packet. (b) Data packet.

Fig. 2.

ICN packet forwarding structure.

packet to physical network interfaces. Content store (CS) caches content in data packets to satisfy
future interests. For the efficient use of limited cache space, a replacement strategy based on the
weight measurement is required.

3.

Model for Context-Aware Network Computing

A novel analysis framework is formulated to discover and quantify causal relationships among
regional sensors. Global circumstances are inferred by correlating regional events from multiple
sensors. Correlated context data across multiple sensors should be modelled collectively. By
utilizing evidence collected from different sensors, global context inference modelling is more
robust with respect to noise and ambiguities than modelling within individual sensors.
To model forwarding surveillance data to other agents, we assume that the data in the set of
surveillance ontology are ranked in order of their popularity. The probability of the i-th data is
Zipf-like distributed, with its probability function as shown in Eq. (1).(10)

f (i) =

σ
, i = 1, 2, . . . , n
iα

(1)


Here, σ = 1/ ni=1 (1/iα ), and α is the normalization factor depending on the application. The


generalized harmonic number of order n of α is given by Hn,α = n i−α and ni=1 f (i) = 1, and σ
can be roughly calculated as(11)
n

i=1

f (i) = 1 = σ · Hn,α ≈ σ ·
σ=

1−α
.
n1−α

n1−α
, (α  1) ,
1−α

(2)

(3)
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Let nk be the total number of connected agents and λk, the data request rate. Because λk is
proportional to nk, the request rate of agent k for the data i, denoted by λki, can be written as

λki = λk · f (i) = c · nk ·
= c·

nk 1 − α
·
.
iα n1−α

σ
, c>0
iα

(4)

Surveillance ontology data are produced continuously. To maintain the freshness and
effectiveness of the data, cached data in CS should be continuously adapted. The weight of cached
data is measured in a similar way as in Ref. 12 to describe its relative importance compared with
other data. The higher the weight, the lower is the probability of the data being replaced. The
weight ωki for data i in agent k is computed as in Eq. (5), where F is the number of times the
data are accessed, R is the time since the last access, G is the SimilarityValue in data packet (∀i,
(Sim(Ci,WantedName)) ≥ ThresholdValue), and O is the ontology weight. The term Sim(Ci,Cj), a
similarity value between concept Ci and Cj, is a property derived from a set of distant concepts
shared by both.(13) The four exponents, f, r, g, and o, are weighting factors. Relative importance is
controlled by adjusting the exponent.

ωki = F t Rr Gg Oo

f
nk 1 − α
= c · α · 1−α µri · SimilarityValue (Ci )g · w (Ci )o
i
n

(5)

In Eq. (5), μi is the update interval and w(∙) is the ontology weight, meaning trust level and/or
importance, with ∀i, 0 < w(Ci) ≤ 1.
To build an efficient architectural model for CS management, the distribution of the data based
on the statistical population is analyzed. In exponential distribution with the rate parameter μ, the
probability of missing data in agent k can be obtained as Pk = 1 − (1 − e−μt)/μt. Let h be the number
of hops that requested data traverse from source agent or CS to requestor. The cache replacement
rate Q is given by Eq. (6).



1 − e−µt
Q = 1 − (1 − Pk ) = 1 −
µt
h

h

(6)

On the basis of Ref. 14, the probability of a request for object Dj resulting in a hit can be
approximated by h j = 1 − e−λi T , where T is the given constant for each cache. Let Dk be the set
of surveillance ontology data required by agent k and Si be the size of the i-th data. Then, agent k
needs disk space δk as shown in Eq. (7).

δk ≤
=



j∈Dk



j∈Dk

Sj


f ( j) 1 − e−λ j T · S j

(7)
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The latency, Lk, can be derived as shown in Eq. (8). Each agent and router generates control
and data traffic. Following data caching, the update operation, the replacement operation, and the
maintenance operation are generated targeting PIT and FIB.

Lk =

h

(SizeRequest + SizeReply) · (control + data)
i=1

Bandwidth

1
· (1 − Pk )
1− p

(8)

Here, p means the probability of packet loss during network transmission. The amount of data can
be calculated using Eq. (7).

4.

Experiments and Implementation

To evaluate the performance of the proposed model, experiments to measure the system
performance metrics were carried out. From Eqs. (1)–(8), the cache weight, replacement rate, and
latency for packet transmission were estimated.
Figure 3 (a) shows the cache replacement rate for missing data. For each given data missing
rate μ, the effect on the cache replacement by the number of hops was inspected. Reducing the
number of hops utilizing ICN improved the system performance. Figure 3(b) shows the expected
latency for packet transmission according to μ and p with their increase in latency in general.
More traffic with higher data request rates, λj, increased latency. For the adaptive deployment
scheme, decreasing λj by raising the threshold value can proactively cache data. Moreover, when
the threshold value was increased, the cache replacement rate, Q also decreased.
Our project belongs to the Center for U-City Security and Surveillance Technology (CUSST).(15)
To build the proposed cooperative inference architecture into CUSST, a surveillance system
with context ontologies will be further developed. Figure 4 shows part of its user interface. In
a prototype system, identified events and feature data for context-aware computing are being

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (Color online) Experiment results for cache management scheme. (a) Expected values of the cache
replacement rate. (b) Expected latency for packet transmission.
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Fig. 4.

(Color online) Screenshots of CUSST administration interfaces.

structured for similarity measurement into knowledge bases. Sensors are registered through
menus for administrators. Reasoning agents process data, which are acquired from sensors, and
CUSST displays various forms of inference results.

5.

Conclusions

In this study, we investigated an efficient and scalable inference infrastructure for multicamera,
multisensor surveillance networks. The surveillance data in an ontology knowledge base can
include real-time sensed data, stored multimedia data, acquired event data, and analyzed biometric
feature data. For better inferencing ability covering a broader area, ontologies in the area should
be merged and aligned according to their semantic similarity. Adapted smaller ontologies help
strengthen reasoning ability and the efficiency of network bandwidth use. Furthermore, providing
semantically similar data to reasoning agents enhances inference efficiency.
The forwarding strategy in ICN consults the weight of cached data. Data weighing and
information similarity measuring, which update and share data in a cooperative way, enhance
the performance of data management. Data are cached in CS based on the analysis of the content
distribution and the designated weighting scheme to reduce packet transmission frequency and
latency.
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